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Decontamination of Radionuclides from Concrete
by Microwave Heating. II: Computations
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Abstract: Based on a mathematical model developed in the preceding Part I of this study, a numerical analysis of the pro
decontamination of radionuclides from concrete by microwave heating is conducted. The aim is to determine the required mic
power and predict whether and when the contaminated surface layer of concrete spalls off. As customary, the finite element metho
for the stress and fracture analysis. However, as a departure from previous studies, the finite volume method is adopted to trea
and moisture transfer, in order to prevent spurious numerical oscillations that plagued the finite element response at movin
interface between the saturated and unsaturated concrete, and to deal accurately with the jumps in permeability and in sorption
slope across the interface. The effects of wall thickness, reinforcing bars, microwave frequency, and power are studied numerica
byproduct of this analysis, the mechanism of spalling of rapidly heated concrete is clarified.
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Introduction

Based on the model developed in the preceding Part I of th
study ~Bažant and Zi 2003!, we will now conduct numerical
analysis of the evolution of the fields of temperature, pore pre
sure, and stress during rapid microwave heating and analyze t
implications for the process of radionuclide decontamination o
concrete. For stress and deformation analysis, we will employ th
finite element method@Fig. 1~b!#. On the other hand, for the heat
and moisture transfer, we will adopt the finite volume method
@Fig. 1~a!#, which will be a departure from the previous practice
in nuclear reactor safety research and fire research~Bažant and
Thonguthai 1978, 1979; Bazˇant and Kaplan 1996; Ahmed and
Hurst 1997!. Thanks to enforcing exactly the local mass and hea
conservation even though the water and heat fluxes are only a
proximate, this method~Patankar 1980! can suppress the spurious
numerical oscillations that have previously been experienced wi
finite elements in rapid heating problems characterized by a sha
moving interface between saturated and unsaturated regions,
sociated with jumps in permeability and sorption isotherm slop
across the interface~Bažant and Thonguthai 1978, 1979; Celia
et al. 1990!. For discretization in time, we will employ Picard’s
method, in which the differential equation coefficients are kep
constant during each iteration process, in order to cope with th
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severe nonlinearity of the model. The analysis by finite volum
method will be simplified as axisymmetric, which is doubtless a
adequate approximation.

The material subroutine for the nonlinear triaxial stress–stra
relation with strain-softening will be based on microplane mod
M4 recently developed at Northwestern University. The strai
will be assumed to be small. To avoid using too small time ste
because of numerical stability problems, we will use an implic
rather then explicit finite element formulation. On the other han
since the calculation of the tangential stiffness matrix of the m
croplane model M4 is quite computationally demanding, the in
tial stiffness matrix will be used in an iterative solution of the
system of nonlinear equilibrium equations.

Effects of Power Pattern

The power of the electromagnetic field produced by a poi
source placed in a free space~having no dielectric loss! decays in
space in proportion tor 22, wherer 5distance between the source
and a point where the power is measured. This decay is reflec
in the Poynting vector~e.g., Cheng 1983!. The power decay in
space is affected by the composition of the medium, the type
antenna and other factors.

The effects of various power patterns must be solved from t
Maxwell equations@see Eqs.~2a! and ~2b! in Part I#. Both the
applicator~antenna! ~Fig. 1 in Part I! and concrete need, in gen-
eral, to be included in the analysis of electromagnetic wa
propagation. The power may be approximately considered to fl
within a cone~called the solid angle! of a certain constant slopek
~Kraus 1988!. The effective power flux reduction due to the
spreading of the cross section of this cone with distances from
the applicator may be approximated by the ratio

f ~x!5y0
2/~y01kx!2 (1)

where y05equivalent radius of the applicator atx50. Taking
y056 cm andk'0.5, one finds the power reduction due to cros
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section spreading to be aboutf (x)590% atx52 cm. But at that
distance the heat generation rate forf 518.0 GHz is reduced to
almost zero~Fig. 2!. Therefore, the spreading of the effective
cross section of the power flux can be neglected in practice.

Applicator Efficiency

A more important aspect of the decontamination process is t
efficiency of the applicator. Obviously, the maximum efficiency i
obtained for surface reflection coefficientR050 @Eq. ~5! in Part
I#, which means that 100% of the power input gets transmitte
from the applicator into the concrete. In that case, the intrins
impedance of the applicator,ha , is equal to that at concrete sur-
face, h1 . Introducing an empirical efficiency parameterf
P@0,1#, one may write

ha5fh11~12f!h0 (2)

whereh05 intrinsic impedance of air. Here it is assumed that th
intrinsic impedance of the applicator is in the range of@h0 ,h1#.
The heat generation rates with the maximum efficiency~i.e., ha

5h1) are plotted in Fig. 2~b! for different frequencies. For fre-
quency f 518.0 GHz, the surface heat generation rate is almo

Fig. 1. ~a! Finite volume mesh for analysis of heat and moistur
transfer and~b! finite element mesh for analysis of mechanical defor
mation in which the size of one element of heated zone is set to 5 m

Fig. 2. Examples of volumetric heat generations calculated by E
~12! in Part I; ~a! with zero applicator efficiency, in which heat gen-
erations forf 52.45,10.6 GHz are compared to heat generations a
eraged only in time, Eq.~11! in Part I; ~b! with maximum efficiency;
here, reinforcing bars are located 2.5 cm under surface to whi
transmission electron microscopy waves are incident
786 / JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS © ASCE / JULY 2003
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three times higher than that without any optimization@i.e., ha

5h0 ; Fig. 2~a!#. It thus becomes clear that the efficiencyf of the
applicator is a very important parameter, overwhelming othe
Since the efficiency has not been measured experimentally,f
550% is assumed for the studies that follow.

Validity of Spatial Averaging of Heat Generation

The simple heat generation in Eq.~12! in Part I is obtained by
means of the temporal and spatial averaging of the ohmic h
dissipation of Eq.~1! in Part I. The heat generation by tempora
and spatial averaging@Eq. ~12! in Part I# is compared to the heat
generation by temporal averaging@Eq. ~11! in Part I# in Fig. 2~a!
for two frequencies:f 52.45 and 10.6 GHz. The former is a
smooth exponential function while the latter oscillates along t
radiation direction. However, the difference is negligible forf
52.45 and visually indistinguishable forf 510.6 GHz. This
shows that the averaging over both space and time is justified
the practical frequency range.

Effect of Reinforcing Bars on Pore Pressures and
Temperatures

As mentioned in Part I~Bažant and Zi 2003!, the power carried
by microwaves gets reflected from conductive materials, such
the steel reinforcing bars. To investigate this effect, the tempe
ture and pore pressure profiles after 10 s of heating that are
tained in the absence of steel bars@Fig. 3~a!# are compared to the
profiles with reinforcing bars@Fig. 3~b!# for three different micro-
wave frequencies,f 52.45, 10.6, and 18.0 GHz, after 10 s o
heating. The area fraction of the steel bars~in a projection on the
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Fig. 3. Effect of reinforcing bars in 10 cm wall where 19% of rein
forcing bars are located in 2.5 cm from heating surface:~a! without
reinforcing bars~circles! and ~b! with reinforcing bars~solid dots!
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surface of the wall! is considered to be about 19%. The locatio
of the bars is marked by the dashed lines in the figure.

The center of the reinforcing bars in concrete structures
located typically at 2.5–4 cm below the surface. At that depth, t
electromagnetic power is almost exhausted by the power dissi
tion ~Fig. 2!. Therefore, it appears that the existence of steel ba
is not important for the decontamination process. However, no
that this argument is not true in general. It holds true only for th
high-power decontamination process and typical reinforced co
crete structures. If much lower frequencies were used or if a co
ductive material, the steel, were located closer to the concr
surface, this effect could get important.

Effect of Microwave Frequencies on Pore Pressures
and Temperatures

The effects of different frequencies,f 52.45, 10.6, and 18.0 GHz,
are plotted in Fig. 4. The same initial power density,P0

51.1 MW/m2, is considered for every case. As the frequenc
increases, the location of the peaks of pore pressure and temp
ture shift toward the heated surface. The reason is that the ene
dissipation rate is higher at a higher frequency.

The maximum pore pressure forf 518.0 GHz after 10 seconds
of heating isPmax,1052.0 MPa at 7.5 mm below the surface. If
this pore pressure acted on an unrestrained element of concret
would produce in concrete the tensile volumetric~hydrostatic!
stresssV'0.132.050.2 MPa, where the value 0.1 is adopted fo
the typical porosity of concrete. Compared to the tensile streng
of ordinary concrete,f t8'4 MPa, this value of tensile volumetric
stress is only about 5% off t8 .

Fig. 4. Effect of different frequencies on pore pressure and tempe
ture profiles; solid dots represent the case with reinforcing bars a
circles represent the case without reinforcing bars
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The effect of pore pressure is in fact even weaker since
foregoing estimate is the maximum possible pore pressure if
additional pore space created by the formation of microcracks
been neglected. Taking it into account, an even smaller ten
volumetric stress in an unrestrained element of concrete would
indicated. So, although the effect of pore pressure is not co
pletely negligible, it cannot be the main cause of spalling.

Fig. 5 shows the contour plot of pore pressure and temperat
that develops after 10 s of heating at frequencyf 518.0 GHz and
power inputP051.1 MW/m2. As we can see, the heated zone
localized very near the heated surface.

Stress Fields and Triggering of Spalling

Because the distributed cracking described by the micropla
model represents strain softening, the stress and deforma
analysis must employ some localization limiter~Bažant 2002!,
which could have the form of either the crack band model
some of the nonlocal models~Bažant and Ozˇbolt 1990, 1992;
Ožbolt and Bazˇant 1996; Jira´sek and Bazˇant 2002!. The former
has been adopted for the present purpose. Thus the finite elem
size l c is fixed as a material property. The proper value ofl c

depends on the postpeak softening slope of the uniaxial ten
response given by the constitutive model.

The constitutive model gives a good match of material te
data when the finite element in the test specimens size is abo
mm. The same finite element sizel c is, therefore, adopted here
although this is less than the typical maximum aggregate size
concrete. The thickness of the layer that spalls off within about
seconds as a result of microwave heating is also about 5 mm
revealed by experimental trials of microwave induced spalli
~White et al. 1995!. Unfortunately, the data from these trials can
not be used to verify the present theoretical predictions beca
the material properties were not documented~not even the com-
pressive strengthf c8 of the concrete in the wall subjected to mi
crowave heating was measured!. Only the average depth of the
removed surface layer was recorded~White et al. 1995!. There-
fore, the typical properties of concrete used in the nuclear fac
ties had to be assumed for the present numerical simulations

Fig. 6 shows the available experimental data~Jansen and Shah
1997! and their numerical fitting using the present theoretic
model. Fig. 7 depicts the constant-value contour plots of the co
puted strain field after 10 s of microwave heating; it shows t
mechanical strain, i.e., the total~elastic plus viscoelastic! strain

ra-
nd

Fig. 5. Contour plot of development of pore pressure~left; MPa! and
temperature~right; °C! after 10 heating withf 518.0 GHz andP0

51.1 MW/m2
JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS © ASCE / JULY 2003 / 787
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minus the hygrothermal strain~strain produced by changes of
temperature and water content!. It is found that the maximum
principal mechanical strain in the surface layer exceeds 0.005 i
tension and the strain state is essentially biaxial~Fig. 8!. This
strain value is much higher than the typical strain at peak in
uniaxial tension~about 0.0002!. It follows that the concrete must
undergo postpeak softening and suffer disintegration by cracking
The compressive stress induced by the temperature increase
resisted not only by radial and circumferential biaxial compres
sion generated by the resistance of the cold concrete mass s
rounding the heated zone, but also by tensile stress in the circum
ferential direction of the axisymmetric mesh caused by radia
expansion~a situation similar to that analyzed by Ulm et al.,
1999!.

Is Spalling Triggered by Pore Pressure
or Compressive Thermal Stress?

The question of the main cause of spalling of the surface layer o
a rapidly heated concrete wall has been the subject of many d
bates. One school of thought, initiated by Harmathy~1965, 1970!,
Harmathy and Allen~1973!, Li et al. ~1993!, and Lagos et al.
~1995!, holds that the pore water cannot escape fast enough~a
phenomenon called ‘‘moisture clog’’! and thus develops high
vapor pressures which cannot be resisted by the tensile strength

Fig. 6. Uniaxial compression data of 10.17 cm320.03 cm cylinder
tested by Jansen and Shah~1997! ~circles! and its optimal fitting
~solid line! by finite element simulation in which axisymmetric quad-
rilateral elements of size 5 mm by 5 mm are used;E548.5 GPa,
k150.000125,k25160.0,k356.4, andk45150.0

Fig. 7. Contour plot of mechanical strain«1 after 10 s heating, in
which deformation is exaggerated by 100
788 / JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS © ASCE / JULY 2003
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concrete. Another school of thought~Bažant 1997! is that the
thermal expansion of the saturated heated zone, resisted by
cold concrete mass that surrounds the heating zone, leads in
surface layer to very high compressive stresses parallel to sur
which either crush concrete, or cause the compressed sur
layer to buckle, or both.

The relative significance of these two mechanisms must
course depend on the type of problem, and can be different
microwave heating in the bulk of concrete and for conducti
heating by fire. In the present problem, the highest pore press
calculated has the value 2.0 MPa, which causes in concret
hydrostatic tension of about 0.2 MPa. This value is not enough
initiate spalling concrete. Besides, as soon as cracks start to fo
the volume available to pore water rapidly increases~by orders of
magnitude!, which must cause a rapid drop of pore pressure b
fore the cracks can become large and open widely~Bažant 1997!.

So it appears that the pore pressure development cannot be
main cause of spalling, although it is not a negligible factor in th
triggering of spalling. The main cause must be the compress
stresses along radial lines emanating from the center of the he
zone. These stresses, engendered by the resistance of cold
crete to the thermal expansion of the heated zone, reach value
high as about 50 MPa@Fig. 8~b!#, according to the present analy
sis. This is certainly enough to cause compressive crushing
well as buckling of the compressed layer.

Application of Finite Volume Method to Heat and
Water Transfer in Concrete

Since the finite volume method~Eymard et al. 1998, 2000! has
not been used for the coupled heat and water transfer problem
concrete, its application will now be described. In this metho
the domain is divided into discrete control volumes~Fig. 9!. The
interfaces~or boundaries! of a control volume are placed midway
between adjacent representative points~which is generally ac-
complished by Voronoi tessellation, although that approach is
needed for the regular node arrangement used here!. The discreti-
zation equations are derived by integrating Eqs.~19! and ~20! of
Part I over the control volume shown in Fig. 9~a!, and over the
time interval fromt to t1Dt

~w0
i 11,m112w0

i !1cx~Je2Jw! i 11,m111cy~Jn2Js!
i 11,m11

5I ~w!
i 11,m11 (3)

Fig. 8. ~a! Distribution of radial stress with respect to height and~b!
evolution of radial stress at center of heated zone by time
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@~rC!0~T0
i 11,m112T0

i !#1cx~qe2qw! i 11,m11

1cy~qn2qs!
i 11,m115I ~h!

i 11,m11 (4)

wherei 5 label for time step (i 51,2, . . . );m5 label for iteration
number in an implicit scheme (m51,2, . . . ); 05 label for current
control volume@the center point in Fig. 9~a!#; s,e,n, w5 labels for
south, east, north, and west interfaces, respectively, of a squa
control volume in Fig. 9;cx5Dt/Dx andcy5Dt/Dy for a two-
dimensional plane flow problem;cy5Dt/y0Dx if y is the radial
direction in the axisymmetric flow problem, wherey0 is the radial
distance of point 0 from the radial center; andDx, Dy5sizes of
the current control volume~Fig. 9!. Due to severe nonlinearity of
the problem, modified Picard’s iteration~Celia et al. 1990!, in
which the differential coefficients of the fluxes are taken as con
stants during each iteration, is adopted to solve the partial diffe
ential equations.

To calculate the fluxes at the control–volume interfaces, linea
distributions of the state variables between the representativ
points are assumed. This simplifies the calculation of the flux a
an interface. For example,

Jw52
aw

g

P02PW

x02xW
(5)

where Jw5water flux through the interfaceW ~west!; aw

5 interface permeability at interfaceW; P0 ,PW5pore pressures
at points 0 andW ~west!; andx0 , xW5distances of the points 0
andW from the center@Fig. 9~a!#.

Note that, in the finite volume method, the fluxJw at the west
interface of current control volume 0@Fig. 9~b!# is exactly equal
to the fluxJe at the east interface of the adjacent control volume
lying to the west, even though the flux values are only approxi
mate. Therefore, the condition of local mass balance~as well the
condition of local heat balance! is satisfied in the finite volume
method exactly. This is a well-known advantage of the finite vol-
ume method, important for avoiding spurious oscillation in highly
nonlinear problems with high local gradients and sharp fronts
The advantage of the finite volume method for the analysis o
moisture transfer in concrete was recognized already by Eyma
et al.~1998! and was explored by Mainguy and Coussy~2000! in
the problem of calcium leaching from concrete, although in the
absence of heat transfer. Mainguy et al.~2001a! showed an effec-
tive application of the finite volume method to drying of porous
materials.

Fig. 9. ~a! Two dimensional discretization of finite volume where
W,E,S, N5 labels for West, East, South, and North; shaded rectang
represents control volume and~b! difference in pressure~or tempera-
ture! profiles implied by finite element and finite volume methods
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In the finite element approach, by contrast, the local ma
balance cannot be satisfied exactly. For example, if standard fi
elements with linear shape functions are used@Fig. 9~b!#, then the
flux at the west boundary of the current control volume 0 is ge
erally different from the flux at the east boundary of the adjace
control volume lying to the west@note the different slopes adjoin-
ing the interface in Fig. 9~b!#. Nevertheless, for a special case o
mass lumping~achieving pressure interpolation imitating the fi
nite volume method!, in low-order finite elements and for implicit
time integration applied to coupled diffusion–dissolution pro
lems, the finite element method gives the same results as the fi
volume method and provides an accurate oscillation-free deter
nation of sharp fronts~Mainguy et al. 2001b!.

The reason why exact local mass balance is needed to av
spurious oscillation of pressure and concentration~water content!
is explained by Fig. 10, showing a sharp change of slope of
sorption isotherm of relative pore pressureh ~humidity! versus
water concentrationw ~specific pore water content!. At the tran-
sition from unsaturated to saturated state (h51), a very small
error Dw in water concentration, which is insignificant for the
pressures in the unsaturated states, is seen to cause an enor
change of pressure in the saturated state~because the slope of the
pressure concentration isotherm drops aboveh51 by orders of
magnitude!. This means that if the control volume with outflux
Jw

2 is unsaturated and the adjacent control volume with influxJw
1

is saturated, even a very small error inJw
2 would cause a very

large pressure change in the saturated control volume.
The heat generationI (h) depends on the water contents of a

the control volumes along the wave propagation path. The wa
contents, in turn, depend on the pore pressures and tempera
produced by the microwave heating. To avoid the complicati
that stems from this mutual coupling, the heat generationI (h) is in
each time step calculated explicitly, based on the water conte
of the control volumes in the last previous time step. The err
caused by this one-step delay in the calculation of heat genera
is very small if a small time step is used.

After taking the first-order Taylor expansion of the terms s
perscripted bym11 and collecting the terms that contain th
variationsdP anddT from one iteration to the next~in the same
time step!, one obtains the following system of algebraic linea
equations:

KP0

M dP01KPW

M dPW1KPS

M dPS1KPE

M dPE1KPN

M dPN1KT0

M dT0

1KTW

M dTW1KTS

M dTS1KTE

M dTE1KTN

M dTN5RM (6)

le

Fig. 10. Explanation why small error in water content caused b
lack of exact mass balance can cause enormous error in pore pres
JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS © ASCE / JULY 2003 / 789
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KP0

H dP01KPW

H dPW1KPS

H dPS1KPE

H dPE1KPN

H dPN1KT0

H dT0

1KTW

H dTW1KTS

H dTS1KTE

H dTE1KTN

H dTN5RH (7)

where

KP0

M 5cx~aw
i 11,m/dxw!1cy~as

i 11,m/dxs!1cx~ae
i 11,m/dxe!

1cy~an
i 11,m/dxn! (8)

KPW

M 52cx~aw
i 11,m/dxw!,

KPS

M 52cy~as
i 11,m/dxs!, (9)

KPE

M 52cx~ae
i 11,m/dxe!,

KPN

M 52cy~an
i 11,m/dxn! (10)

KT0

M 5~]w/]T! i 11,m2~]I ~w! /]T! i 11,m,

KTW

M 5KTS

M 5KTE

M 5KTN

M 50 (11)

RM52@~w0
i 11,m2w0

i !1cx~Je2Jw! i 11,m

1cy~Jn2Js!
i 11,m2I ~w!

i 11,m# (12)

KP0

H 5KPW

H 5KPS

H 5KPE

H 5KPN

H 50 (13)

KT0

H 5rC (14)

KTW

H 52cx~kw
i 11,m/dxw!,

KTS

H 52cy~ks
i 11,m/dxs!, (15)

KTE

H 52cx~ke
i 11,m/dxe!,

KTN

H 52cy~kn
i 11,m/dxn! (16)

RH52@rCTi 11,m1cx~qe2qw! i 11,m1cy~qn2qs!
i 11,m2I ~h!#

(17)

Heredx, dy5distances between the representative points of ad
jacent control volumes@Fig. 9~b!#; M5 label for mass;H5 label
for heat;R5residual which is to be reduced to almost zero by the
iteration; S,E,N, W5 labels for control volumes adjacent to the
current control volume 0 in the direction of south, east, north, an
west, respectively, in Fig. 9~a!; a5 interface permeability; andk
5 interface heat conductivity.

The differential coefficients of the fluxes need to be multiplied
by the radial distance of the corresponding interfaces if an ax
symmetric problem is considered. The interface permeability i
easily computed from the mass conservation condition. For e
ample, if a steady state flow is considered, the mass flux on th
interfacew measured with respect to west control volume must b
equal to the mass flux measured with respect to the current co
trol volume 0@see Fig. 9~a!#. Therefore, the equivalent permeabil-
ity of the interface is

aw5
aWa0

f aW1~12 f !a0
(18)

where f 5constant representing the location of interface;aW

5representative permeability of west control volume; anda0

5representative permeability of current control volume. The in
terface heat conductivity is calculated by Eq.~18! similarly. One
can calculate the interface permeability at boundaries from E
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~18!, too. For example, when the surface emissivity is infinite, th
interface permeability of the west boundary surface isa5a0 .

Conclusions

1. The computations confirm that the power and efficiency
the microwave applicator is a key factor for the propose
decontamination process. For the maximum power efficien
considered, the heat generation per unit volume of the wall
almost three times greater than it is for zero efficienc
Therefore the efficiency should be accurately measured.

2. In view of the high microwave frequencies considered, a
eraging of the heating rate over the spatial wavelength a
the time period causes no appreciable error.

3. The calculations confirm that a 5 mmthick surface layer of
typical concrete can be spalled off within 10 s of microwav
heating of frequency 18.0 GHz and power 1.1 MW/m2.

4. Calculations show that the thickness of the concrete wall h
a negligible effect on the evolution of pore pressure an
temperature. The reason is the short heating duration wh
is of the order of 10 s only. For long heating durations
differences would of course be obtained, due to microwa
reflection and heat loss at the opposite surface of wall.

5. The electromagnetic power carried by the microwaves is
most exhausted when the waves reach the location of
reinforcing bars in typical concrete structures. Therefore, t
same decontamination process can be used for both unr
forced and reinforced concrete walls.

6. The pore water pressure caused by heating is not negligi
but is not a major factor. The main cause of spalling is hig
compressive stress parallel to surface along the radial lin
emanating from the heated zone and high tensile stress al
the circumferential lines, both produced by thermal expa
sion of the heated zone confined by cold concrete.

7. The present computational experience confirms that the fin
volume method is preferable to the finite element method f
simultaneous heat and mass transfer in concrete heated
high temperature. Adoption of this method helps to elimina
spurious oscillations of response caused by propagation o
sharp interface with order-of-magnitude jumps in pore pre
sure and permeability~the interface separates a saturate
zone from a nonsaturated zone, or a cold zone of small p
meability from a hot zone of a high permeability!.
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Appendix I: Input Data for Analysis

The input data for the parametric studies of microwave heating
Figs. 3, 4, 5, and 11 are as follows: age of concrete520 years;
initial relative humidity in the poresh050.6; T0525.0°C; satu-
ration water content5135 kg/m3; apparent mass density of
concrete52288 kg/m3; heat capacity of concrete51000 J/kg °K;
reference permeability540.5310212 m/s; heat conductivity
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53.67 J/m2 s °C; amount of unhydrous cement5227 kg/m3;
mass transfer coefficient of water flux5`; heat transfer coeffi-
cient of heat flux510.0 J/m2 s °C; relative dielectric permittivity
e8/e0 of concrete55.0; surface emissivity50.9; the range of fre-
quencies applied52.45– 18.0 GHz; the initial power density
51.1 MW/m2 for the rapid heating and 0.011 MW/m2 for the
slow heating; the area fraction of reinforcing bars in a plane pa
allel to surface519%; distance of the centroid of reinforcing bars
from concrete surface5at least 2.5 cm.

The input data for the mechanical deformation analysis ar
E548.5 GPa;k150.000125,k25160, k356.4, andk45150.0
for the microplane model; the thermal expansion coefficien
5aT512.031026.

Appendix II: Effect of Wall Thickness
on Pore Pressures and Temperatures

Fig. 11~a! shows the pore pressure and temperature profiles f
two different wall thicknesses, 10 and 30 cm, after 5, 10, and 1
s of heating with the power densityP051.1 MW/m2, which is
quite high and equals the power intensity used by White et a
~1995!. For the short durations~about 10 s!, contemplated for the
decontamination process, the profiles obtained for two differe
wall thicknesses are almost identical~White et al. 1995! ~and
doubtless also about the same as in a half space!.

If the wall were heated for a relatively long time with a low
power density, appreciable differences in the temperature profil
would be observed because of the power reflected from the w
surface opposite to the heated surface; see Fig. 11~b!; P0

50.01 MW/m2. A wall 10 cm thick would be heated a little faster
than a wall 30 cm thick. But the differences are still very small

Fig. 11. Effect of wall thickness on pore pressure and temperatu
profiles in whichf 510.6 GHz is used;~top! rapid heating with high
power ~1.1 MW/m2!; ~bottom! slow heating with low power~0.01
MW/m2!. Solid dots represent profiles across 30 cm wall and circle
represent profiles across 10 cm wall.
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Appendix III: Review of Microplane Constitutive
Model for Concrete

For readers’s convenience, model M4, already mentioned and
erenced to in Part I will now be summarized~Bažant et al. 2000;
Caner and Bazˇant 2000!. The strain vectors on the plane of an
orientation within the material, called the microplane, are
sumed to be the projections of the continuum~macroscopic! strain
tensor« i j ~where the subscripts,i 51,2,3 refer to Cartesian coor
dinatesxi). This is called the kinematic constraint. Thus the co
ponent of the strain vector« j

n on any microplane is« j
n5« jknk

~Bažant and Prat 1988! whereni are the direction cosines of th
normal to the microplane. The normal strain vector is«Ni

5ninjnk« jk , and its magnitude is«N5nj« j
n5njnk« jk5Ni j « i j ,

whereNi j 5ninj ~the repeated Latin lowercase subscripts indic
summation over 1, 2, 3!. The magnitude of the strain vector o
the microplane isi« j

ni5A« j
n« j

n. The shear strain components
two orthogonal~suitably chosen! directionsmi andl i tangential to
the microplane ~normal to ni) are «M5mi(« i j nj) and «L

5 l i(« i j nj). Because of the symmetry of« i j , «M5Mi j « i j , «L

5Li j « i j , where Mi j 5(minj1mjni)/2 and Li j 5( l inj1 l jni)/2
~Bažant and Prat 1988!.

Since the kinematic constraint relates the strains on the
croplanes to the macroscopic strain tensor, the static equival
can be enforced only approximately. This is done by means of
virtual work theorem which is written for the surface of a un
hemisphere~Bažant 1984!

2p

3
s i j d« i j 5E

V
~sNd«N1sLd«L1sMd«M !dV (19)

5E
V

~sNNi j 1sLLi j 1sMMi j !d« i j dV (20)

The normal stress and normal strain are split into their volume
and deviatoric parts, and if Eq.~20! is written separately for the
volumetric and deviatoric components, one has

s i j 5sVd i j 1s i j
D (21)

s i j
D5

3

2p E
V
FsDS Ni j 2

d i j

3 D1sLLi j 1sMMi j GdV (22)

The elastic increments of the stresses in each microplane
the time step~or load step! are written asDsV5EVD«V , DsD

5EDD«D , and DsT5ETD«T , where EV5E/(122n); ED

55E/(213h)(11n), andET5hED . Hereh is a parameter that
can be chosen; the best choice ish51 ~Carol et al. 1991; Bazˇant
et al. 1996; Carol and Bazˇant 1997!. The volumetric–deviatoric
split makes it possible to reproduce the full range of Poisson r
21<n<0.5 in elastic analysis. The term2d i j /3 in Eq. ~22! en-
sures thatskk

D 50 even when*VsDdVÞ0.
The integration is conducted numerically according to an o

timal Gaussian quadrature integration formula for a spherical
face, characterized by discrete directionsm and associated
weights wm ; s i j 5(3/2p)si j '6(m51

N wmsi j
(m) , where si j

5*V(sNNi j 1sLLi j 1sMMi j )d« i j dV andN5the number of the
microplanes.

The inelastic behavior with fracturing damage, modeled
strain softening, is characterized on the microplanes in term
strain-dependent yield limits for the componentssV , sD , sN ,
sL andsM , called the stress–strain boundaries. These bounda
can approximately reflect various physical mechanisms such
frictional slip in a certain direction, progressive growth of micr

re

s
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cracks of a certain orientation, axial splitting, lateral spreadin
under compression, etc.

The constitutive model is explicit. In each time step, and a
each integration point of each finite element, the newly calculat
strain tensor is supplied as the input to the microplane constituti
subroutine. From this, the subroutine first calculates the stra
components on all the discrete microplanes~whose number, from
experience, must be at least 21, for acceptable accuracy!. From
those components, the stresses are calculated first elastically,
if any stress component exceeds the value on the stress–st
boundary for the given strain, the stress value is dropped onto
boundary at constant strain. From the stresses on the micropla
the continuum stress tensor is calculated as the output, which
then used by the finite element program to calculate the nod
forces.
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